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In addition to the prescribed number of electrons for atoms in different elements, the 

addition of two more electrons in the central rings shapes the zeroth ring. The zeroth 

ring in an atom is related to the central ring. The shape of the zeroth ring is like a cross, 

where two shapes of eight-digit intercross keep four electrons. Four electrons form the 

zeroth ring in the new scheme of an atom, which is studied in the current study. The 

shape of digit eight indicates the lattice of the hydrogen atom. A hydrogen atom is half 

to the zeroth ring or the helium atom. 

Different behaviors of atoms discussed here offer new insights. Force at the electron 

level in atoms of all elements exists whether they are in contact with the ground surface. 

Atoms work for the possible transition state under the varying energy and force. When 

an atom undertakes the neutral state, it signifies that the electrons do not have contact 

with their energy knots, as in the case of semisolid atoms. Electrons remain in the still 

mannered position under the exertion of an impartial force [6].  

In atoms of some elements, all states remain filled by electrons. In atoms of some 

elements, one state remains unfilled. In atoms of some elements, more than one state 

remains unfilled. So, atoms behave differently according to filled and unfilled states. 

Electrons are filled in the states shaped by the intercrossed overt photons. The filled 

states are related to the electron states, and unfilled states are related to the empty 
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energy knots. The intercrossed overt photons construct both filled and unfilled states. 

An overt photon is related to the short-length photon [6]. 

Metallic atoms under a transition state elongate when force is exerted on the 

electrons [2]; elongation of the atom is along the east and west poles, which is nearly at 

an equal rate along both sides of the atom from the center. It shows that none of the 

solid atoms undertakes elongation or deformation along the north and south poles or 

south and north poles. Because energy knots clamped electrons place the crest 

sections on one side and the trough sections on the opposite side. However, on 

intercrossing overt photons at a common point, the sections of crest and trough shape 

the energy knots, so energy knots clamped electrons can stretch along the east-west 

poles or west-east poles. The stretching of the energy knots depends on the potential 

energy of electrons. 

Atoms keep the original state when in the zone of the originally built-in environment, 

so they do not deal with any transition. When the atoms are undertaken in a zone 

different from the originally built-in environment, they undertake the state transition as 

per the energy and force levels. Their transitions can be monitored under the 

established conditions of processing. The ground points of the atoms become different 

under different transition states.  

Gaining ‘ET’ to undertake the liquid state, the work remains in positive sign in a 

gaseous atom. Gaseous atom retains the ground point near the ground surface when in 

the liquid state. If that liquid state atom gets converted into the original gaseous state, 

‘ET’ gets involved in the sense of an absorbing manner restoring the orientation of 

electrons under the increasing ‘FL’. The opposite is when the solid atom undertakes the 

liquid state and restores the state. Further detail is given in another study [18]. In a 

gaseous atom, energy is in the form of cold. In a solid atom, energy is in the form of 

heat. In tilting the electrons in a gaseous atom to attain the mid-state, a cooling 

phenomenon is observed [18], and tilting the electrons in a solid atom to attain the mid-

state, a heating phenomenon is observed [18].  

In the semisolid atoms, electrons keep the tips equally along their north and south 

poles. From both sides of the semisolid atom, electrons construct zero-degree angles 

along the north-south poles, drawn from the normal lines to the centers. Semisolid 
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atoms keep electrons under impartial forces, and silicon atoms execute confined 

interstate electron dynamics to generate photons [6].  

The levitational, gravitational, and surface forces are exerted along the relevant 

poles of the electrons. The exerting forces are controlling an electron as per directed 

position. In the atom, that electron remains occupied by the energy knot. It indicates 

that exerting forces on workable sides of electrons deal with their origin under the 

fixed poles. Such forces are exerted on the electrons as per the electronic structure 

of the atoms. Studying the forces at the atomic level requires fundamental 

understanding, which would further enable one to grasp the considerable effects of 

atoms. 
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